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RAPID DEPLOYMENT CCTV TOWERS

3.01 6010 D3

3. Price list of RAPID DEPLOYMENT CCTV TOWERS WITH OWN SOLAR-WIND POWER SUPPLY
iCAM-TOWER

CAMSAT 09.2021
prices exclude VAT tax

price list valid since 22.09.2021

Discou
nt

Price after 
discount

Mobile towers for perimeter CCTV protection
Designed to quick creation of CCTV and security point in facilities without access to power source.

FOR CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES:
* Safety at the construction site
* Temporary protection of works
* Security of tool service facilitiy
* Protection of warehouses and construction vehicles in remote locations
* Prevention of cable and metal theft
* Project management
* OSH supervision

FOR CITY GUARDS:
* Security of important public events
* Temporary video monitoring

FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC FARMS:
* Object protection
* Supervision of works and materials

FOR ROAD AND RAIL TRANSPORT,
PUBLIC EVENTS, LOGISTICS AND TRANSHIPMENT

MOST IMPORTANT iCAM-TOWER FUNCTIONS (on the example of the top model):

* Mobility – lightweight, easy to transport construction
* Two independent security chambers – secured with separate zones available according to authorizations (High security lower part with restricted access – 
with electronics, power and batteries / Upper part for daily use with mast and cameras)
* Retractable mast with cameras at a height of 5.3 m
* Fast and inexpensive repairs thanks to the compact driver with special sockets for tool-free replacement or shipping. It is enough to send only a small box 
(without the tower) for the repair / extension
* Optical zoom up to 200m and PTZ 360 degrees all around – license plate visible on the whole screen from a distance of 200m
* Artificial intelligence – Smart 4Mpix cameras with automatic human detection, with an efficiency of up to 97% (do not react to false alarms, animals, 
vehicles and accidental movement)
* Live view via 4G/LTE – smooth, wireless transmission from the all cameras
* Local and remote video recording for 14—90 days
* Alarm and notification via SMS / GSM / Internet – safe, steel structure secured by a number of sensors with SMS notification and to the Security Alarm 
Center
* Modular construction for easy loading and transport on a trailer
* Tower movement detection, tamper and position with GPS detection
* PIR sensors with a range of 12m around
* Megaphone with automatic warning messages and online transmission from the operator
* White LED lighting – automatically turned on in case of alarm / tamper detection or turned on manually
* Powered from: 
  * Battery replaceable every 7-14 days (place for batteries: 3x 200Ah/12V, 3x 220Ah/12V, or 4x 200Ah/12V)
  * Year-round solar up to 1000W + wind turbine for the autumn and winter
  * 230V AC (e.g. from extension cord, aggregate) or from 12V DC (e.g. from car, batteries)
  * From any type of fuel cell
* Very fast application – user will receive a photo of the detected event via the application and can view this video with one button
* Notifications to the Alarm Monitoring Center in the latest SIA-IP standard via LTE

ATTENTION: Possibility to prepare the tower with any parameters and equipment – more information in the CAMSAT sales department

iCAM-TOWER AI 
5MQ4-MKII

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
* 5.3m mast height
* 5 cameras: 
  * 1x PTZ HD with x25 (200m) zoom
  * 4x 90° 4Mpix with smart AI analysis
* AI – human or vehicle shape detection – no false alarms
* Powered from the 200Ah/12V batteries, 100—230V AC, 12V DC
* Automatic battery charging from 100—230V or from a generator
* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening
* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)
* Wi-Fi
* Local video recording for 60 days
* Halogen LED lighting 2x 45W
* Megaphone with warnings
* Motion sensors securing the tower within a 12m radius
* Rapid deployment sockets for quick camera replacement between 
towers

* Additional options: 
  * Remote video recording for 90 days
  * Solar power supply
  * Additional 200Ah battery
  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 
protection

The difference between the 5MQ4 and 5MQ3 towers:
* 2x 45W LED halogen lighting
* Online audio warning megaphone
* Motion sensors securing the tower within a 12m radius
* Cameras

Technical specification: 
Height of the mast after extension 5.3 m, stable and safe galvanized steel structure, maximum vertical load of the mast on the top is 100 
kg, steel covers protecting key mechanisms, space for advertisement. In the presence of 230V power supply, the batteries are 
automatically charged.  

Parameters of a PTZ dome camera: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (colour), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical 
zoom x25, night IR lighting for 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120 mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, 
Defog, intelligent image analysis functions (IVS): Auto Tracking, crossing the virtual line, intrusion and intruder detection, face detection, 
object appearance / disappearance.
Parameters of fixed cameras: Artificial intelligence and perimeter protection, 4x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, view angle 4x90°, Day/Night, 
sensitivity: 0.003 Lux (colour), 0 Lux (B/W IR), night IR lighting for 40m, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion 
detection, virtual line crossing, entering the marked area, object disappearance, AI – intelligent detection of people and vehicles with a 
false alarm filter with 97% efficiency (AcuSense or WizSense).
OSD: Display information about the video in a video image: an alarm event, battery status and voltage, recharging, sabotage, quality of 
LTE signal.
Power supply: Battery with the possibility of quick replacement 1x 200Ah/12V with automatic charging from 100—230V AC or solar 
system. Power supply from 100—230V AC, power supply from 12V DC.
Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings. GPS (option).
Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the door of the tower, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position of the 
tower, motion detection by PIR within a radius of 12m. Sound alarm from a megaphone with a warning message, LED lighting, live 
notifications via PUSH and optionally via SMS, notifications to the monitoring station via the Internet in the SIA-IP standard.
Video recording: Locally 60 days back, preview and download of materials via LTE, LAN or Wi-Fi.

Other: LED halogens 2x 45W. Megaphone loudspeaker to audio messages from the operator and an automatically generated audio 
warning in the event of tampering, e.g. "...Attention, an intruder has been detected and a report has been sent to the appropriate 
services..."

Recommended accessories: year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, replaceable battery with charger, GSM notification via 
SMS, GPS, additional cameras, trailer for the tower.

16 600 EUR 16 600 EUR
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3.02 6009 D3

3.03 6008 D3

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ4
BACK MKII

(without cameras 
and NVR)

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
Version without cameras and NVR, adapted to the installation of 
own cameras and recorder.

Parameters and equipment identical to the 5MQ4 version (index: 6010) 
but without cameras and video recording. 

* Height 5.3m
* Mounting place for 5 IP cameras with PoE, including:
  * 1x big PTZ camera
  * 4x fixed-position camera
* Heated space on NVR with SSD
* Battery power supply 200Ah / 12V, 100—230V AC, 12V DC
* Automatic battery charging from 100—230V or from a generator
* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening
* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)
* Wi-Fi (option: GPS)

The difference between the 5MQ4 and 5MQ3 towers:
* 2x 45W LED halogen lighting
* Online audio warning megaphone
* Motion sensors securing the tower within a 12m radius
* Cameras

* Additional options: 
  * Solar power supply
  * Additional 2x200Ah batteries (space for up to 3—4 200Ah batteries)
  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 
protection

Technical specification:  
Height of the mast after extension 5.3 m, stable and safe galvanized steel structure, maximum vertical load of the mast on the top is 100 
kg, steel covers protecting key mechanisms, space for advertisement. In the presence of 230V power supply, the batteries are 
automatically charged. 

The tower includes the necessary electronics and cabling, including:
* electrical wiring 
* overhang wires with protection and guides, protection informing about cut or disconnected overhang wires.
At the top of the mast: 
  * 5 PoE ports to power IP cameras with an energy budget of up to 60W (option: 90W)
  * 4G / LTE wireless transmission system (2x SIM) 
  * Wi-Fi
  * option: GPS.
At the base of the mast:
  * the main controller of the tower responsible for powering all tower blocks, tamper protection and alarm notifications (PUSH / SMS 
option) 
  * overcurrent and overvoltage protection
  * automatic charging with 100—230V AC
  * magnetic protection of NC door and securing the position of the tower
  * a place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR with dimensions not larger than 520x260x75mm; available power 
supply for NVR: 12V DC, 1x LAN (other dimensions and interfaces available on request).

ATTENTION: No cameras or NVR. The ability to attach and connect your own cameras via the PoE ports.

OSD: Display information about the video in a video image: an alarm event, battery status and voltage, recharging, sabotage, quality of 
LTE signal. OSD is displayed on the image in Hikvision, Dahua, Axis IP cameras.
Power supply: 1x 200Ah 12V battery with the possibility of quick replacement and with automatic charging from 100—230V AC or from 
the solar system. Power supply from 100—230V AC, power supply from 12V DC.
Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switching to stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings. GPS 
(option).
Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the door of the tower, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position of the 
tower, motion detection by PIR within a radius of 12m. Sound alarm from a megaphone with an automatically generated verbal message, 
white LED lighting on, notifications to the monitoring station via the Internet in the SIA-IP standard, option: SMS / GSM notifications
Video recording: none. A special place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for placing your own NVR.

Other: LED halogens 2x 45W. Megaphone loudspeaker to audio messages from the operator and an automatically generated audio 
warning in the event of tampering, e.g. "...Attention, an intruder has been detected and a report has been sent to the appropriate 
services…"

Recommended accessories: year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, replaceable battery with charger, GSM notification via 
SMS, GPS, additional cameras, trailer for the tower.

15 630 EUR 15 630 EUR

iCAM-TOWER AI 
5MQ3 MKII

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
* Height 5.3m
* Four cameras with intelligent image analytics 4x 100° 4Mpix
* AI – human or vehicle shape detection – no false alarms
* Powered from the 200Ah/12V batteries, 100—230V AC, 12V DC
* Automatic battery charging from 100—230V or from a generator
* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening
* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)
* Wi-Fi
* Local video recording for 60 days
* Rapid deployment sockets for quick camera replacement between 
towers

* Additional options: 
  * Remote video recording for 90 days
  * Solar power supply
  * Additional 200Ah or 220Ah batteries
  * Megaphone and LED lighting
  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 
protection

Technical specification: 
Height of the mast after extension 5.3 m, stable and safe galvanized steel structure, maximum vertical load of the mast on the top is 100 
kg, steel covers protecting key mechanisms, space for advertisement. In the presence of 230V power supply, the batteries are 
automatically charged. 

Parameters of fixed cameras: Artificial intelligence and perimeter protection, 4x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, view angle 4x100°, Day/Night, 
sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (colour), 0 Lux (B/W IR), night IR lighting for 40m, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion 
detection, detection of virtual line crossing, entering the marked area, object disappearance.
OSD: Display information about the video in a video image: an alarm event, battery status and voltage, recharging, sabotage, quality of 
LTE signal.
Power supply: Battery with the possibility of quick replacement 1x 200Ah/12V with automatic charging from 100—230V AC or solar 
system. Power supply from 100—230V AC, power supply from 12V DC.
Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switch to stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings.
Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position, PUSH live 
notifications and optionally via SMS, notifications to the monitoring station via the Internet in the SIA-IP standard.
Video recording: Locally 60 days back, preview and download of materials via LTE, LAN or Wi-Fi.
 
Recommended accessories: year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, replaceable battery with charger, GSM notification via 
SMS, additional cameras, trailer for the tower.

15 230 EUR 15 230 EUR
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3.04 6007 D3

3.05 6006 D3

3.06 6011

TOWERS WITHOUT ELECTRONICS, FOR SELF-EQUIPPING

iCAM-TOWER 5MQ3
BACK MKII

(without cameras 
and NVR)

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
Version without cameras and NVR, adapted to the installation of 
own cameras and recorder.

Parameters and equipment identical to the 5MQ3 version (index: 6008) 
but without cameras and video recording. 

* Height 5.3m
* Mounting place for 4 IP cameras with PoE, including:
  * 1x big PTZ or fixed-position camera
  * 3x fixed-position camera
* Heated space on NVR with SSD
* Battery power supply 200Ah / 12V, 100—230V AC, 12V DC
* Automatic battery charging from 100—230V or from a generator
* Sensors securing the tower – position, shock, rotation, opening
* 4G/LTE with live transmission (2x SIM)
* Wi-Fi

* Additional options: 
  * Solar power supply
  * Additional 200Ah or 220Ah batteries
  * Megaphone and LED lighting
  * Mobile platform on wheels with a drawbar for a hook and side 
protection
 

Technical specification: 
Height of the mast after extension 5.3 m, stable and safe galvanized steel structure, maximum vertical load of the mast on the top is 100 
kg, steel covers protecting key mechanisms, space for advertisement. In the presence of 230V power supply, the batteries are 
automatically charged. 

The tower includes the necessary electronics and cabling, including:
* electrical wiring 
* overhang wires with protection and guides, protection informing about cut or disconnected overhang wires.
At the top of the mast: 
  * 4 PoE ports to power IP cameras with an energy budget of up to 60W (option: 90W)
  * 4G / LTE wireless transmission system (2x SIM) 
  * Wi-Fi

At the base of the mast:
  * the main controller of the tower responsible for powering all tower blocks, tamper protection and alarm notifications (PUSH / SMS 
option) 
  * overcurrent and overvoltage protection
  * automatic charging with 100—230V AC
  * magnetic protection of NC door and securing the position of the tower
  * a place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for installing own NVR with dimensions not larger than 520x260x75mm; available power 
supply for NVR: 12V DC, 1x LAN (other dimensions and interfaces available on request).

ATTENTION: No cameras or NVR. The ability to attach and connect your own cameras via the PoE ports.

OSD: Display information about the video in a video image: an alarm event, battery status and voltage, recharging, sabotage, quality of 
LTE signal. OSD is displayed on the image in Hikvision, Dahua, Axis IP cameras.
Power supply: 1x 200Ah 12V battery with the possibility of quick replacement and with automatic charging from 100—230V AC or from 
the solar system. Power supply from 100—230V AC, power supply from 12V DC.
Transmission: Dual 4G / LTE automatically switching to stronger operator. Wi-Fi for quick setup and download of recordings.
Security: Notification and alarm after: opening the tower door, opening the electronics, moving or changing the position, PUSH live 
notifications and optionally via SMS, notifications to the monitoring station via the Internet in the SIA-IP standard.
Video recording: none. A special place with a controlled atmosphere >2°C for placing your own NVR.

Recommended accessories: year-round rapid deployment solar power supply, replaceable battery with charger, GSM notification via 
SMS, additional cameras, trailer for the tower.

13 860 EUR 13 860 EUR

iCAM-TOWER eco

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
* Height 5.3m
* 2x 100° cameras with 14 days recording
* Battery powered, 100-230V AC or 12V DC
* 4G/LTE with live transmission (1x SIM)
* Wi-Fi

* Additional options: 
  * Remote video recording for 14 days
  * Additional batteries
  * Battery for replacement

Technical specification: 
Height of the mast after extension 5.3 m, stable and safe galvanized steel structure, maximum vertical load of the mast on the top is 30 
kg, steel covers protecting key mechanisms, space for advertisement. 

Parameters of fixed cameras: 2x 4Mpix 2560x1440p, view angle 2x100°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0,02 Lux (colour), 0 Lux (B/W IR), 
night IR lighting for 30m, h.265+, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, motion detection, detection of virtual line crossing, 
entering the marked area, object disappearance.

Power supply: 1x 200Ah automatically charged battery, powered from 100—230V AC or from 12V DC
Transmission: LTE/4G, Wi-Fi for quick setup and live view
Security: key locks on the doors
Video recording: 14 days. Live view and downloading video recordings via LTE or Wi-Fi.
 
Recommended accessories: Replaceable battery with charger, additional cameras.

11 960 EUR 11 960 EUR

iCAM-TOWER X

2021 NEWS

Custom-made tower with any parameters and equipment
 

* Can be equipped with any:
   * alarm and GSM systems
   * recorders and servers
   * cameras, megaphones, IR and LED lighting
   * power sources, fuel cells, turbines and solar panels
   * UPS
   * tool boxes
* Changed construction dimensions of the tower
* Higher mast
* Any mounts and adapters and many other accessories

Detailed information in the CAMSAT sales department
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3.07 6100 D3

3.08 6101 D3

3.09 6102 C 980 EUR 980 EUR

3.10 6103 C

SOLAR POWER SUPPLY FOR iCAM-TOWER

3.11 7719 C

3.12 7720 C

3.13 7718 C

WIND POWER SUPPLY FOR iCAM-TOWER

iCAM-TOWER 
Container

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
* Tower - 2m high box without a mast
* Complete, galvanized mechanical structure ready for mounting the 
mast

Technical specification:
The main unit of the tower as a double container with two separate chambers and independent access. The upper part is designed for 
frequent service with access to the mast and cameras. Higher security lower part is for power systems, batteries and electronics.
Stable and highly safe galvanized steel construction. Steel covers protecting key safety mechanisms, 4x door with locks, places for two 
ads with dimensions 460x800mm.

Recommended accessories: iCAM-Tower MAST – Mast raised to 5.0-5.3m; iCAM-Tower HEAD-S – standard mounting head for the top of 
the mast for 5 cameras. iCAM-Tower HEAD-C – mounting head on the top of the mast for 5 cameras, including one very large camera 
placed centrally at the top of the tower.

6 330 EUR 6 330 EUR

iCAM-TOWER MAST

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
* A professional and strong mast raised using a system of steel ropes 
with double protection
* Height 5m
* Crank lifting system with brake
* Additional protection against lowering
* Rope exchange system without disassembling the mast
* Double and highly secure lifting rope system

Technical specification: 
* Height after ejection: 5m
* Basic height of the mast: 1.8m
* Weight: 72kg
* Vertical lifting capacity: 100kg
* Dimensions of the base: 190x86mm
* Dimensions of the top – profile: 40x40mm
* Steel rope 2x 6mm

2 890 EUR 2 890 EUR

iCAM-TOWER 
HEAD-S

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
* Mounting head for the top of the tower with space for 5 cameras, 
switch, and LTE modem
* Fast, tool-free slide-in assembly on the top of the mast

Technical specification:
* Places for fixed cameras and PTZ: 5
* Universal slide-in mounting on any mast
* Electronics box dimensions: 156x156x200mm
* Total height: 458mm

iCAM-TOWER 
HEAD-C

2021 NEWS

Key parameters:
* Special head for PTZ cameras mounted at the top of the tower 
without "blind spots"
* Space for 4 fixed cameras and one PTZ camera at the top of the 
tower, space for a switch and LTE modem
* Fast, tool-free slide-in assembly on the top of the mast

Technical specification:
* Places for fixed cameras and PTZ: 5
* Universal slide-in mounting on any mast
* Electronics box dimensions: 250x160x120mm
* Total height: 270mm

1 210 EUR 1 210 EUR

iCAM-Solar365 Mobile 
T400W

2021 NEWS

The 400W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 
charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER
* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower, allowing quick 
exchange between towers
* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical specification:
* Power: 400W
* Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC)
* Compatible with 12V gel batteries
* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 1850x840x840 [mm]
* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 1850x1000x280 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 400W solar panel, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 
iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

Options: Mechanical cover protecting the edges of the solar panels against impact / destruction around – aluminum frame protruding 
200mm in front of the panel structure.

1 460 EUR 1 460 EUR

iCAM-Solar365 Mobile 
T800W

2021 NEWS

The 800W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 
charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER
* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower, allowing quick 
exchange between towers
* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical specification:
* Power: 800W
* Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC)
* Compatible with 12V gel batteries
* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 2550x1850x1250 [mm]
* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 2550x1950x370 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 800W solar panels, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 
iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

Options: Mechanical cover protecting the edges of the solar panels against impact / destruction around – aluminum frame protruding 
200mm in front of the panel structure.

2 230 EUR 2 230 EUR

iCAM-Solar365 Mobile 
T1000W

2021 NEWS

The 1000W solar set, designed to support the power supply and 
charging of batteries in the iCAM-TOWER

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER
* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower, allowing quick 
exchange between towers
* Modular construction for easy transport

Technical specification:
* Power: 1000W
* Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC)
* Compatible with 12V gel batteries
* Panel dimensions after installation: 45°, 2550x2750x1350 [mm]
* Dimension of the system dismounted for transport: 2450x2700x370 [mm]

The set includes: Supporting structure for mounting to the iCAM-TOWER, 1kW solar panels, wiring D=4m, charger compatible with the 
iCAM-TOWER, mounting accessories.

Options: Mechanical cover protecting the edges of the solar panels against impact / destruction around – aluminum frame protruding 
200mm in front of the panel structure.

2 630 EUR 2 630 EUR
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3.14 7721 C

3.15 7722 C

TRAILERS

3.16 6104

iCAM-Trailer 1

C

3.17 6105

iCAM-Trailer 2

C

BATTERIES

3.18 1125

AKU-S100AZ

C 390 EUR 390 EUR

3.19 1126

AKU-S200AZ

C 590 EUR 590 EUR

3.20 1134

AKU-S220AZ

C 720 EUR 720 EUR

iCAM-Turbo Mobile 
T300W

2021 NEWS

Wind power set with a special, safe 300W wind turbine designed 
to support the power supply and charging of the tower's 
batteries in the most difficult autumn and winter period

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER
* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower
* Modular construction for easy transport

* Power: 300W
* Voltage: 12V (option: 24V)
* Initial wind speed: 2,6 m/s
* Rated wind speed: 12 m/s 
* Braking method: electromagnetic
* Safe wind speed: 45 m/s
* Working temperature: 40  ÷ 80℃ ℃
* Dimensions of the turbine blades: 650x900mm

1 650 EUR 1 650 EUR

iCAM-Turbo Mobile 
T400W

2021 NEWS

Wind power set with a special, safe 400W wind turbine designed 
to support the power supply and charging of the tower's 
batteries in the most difficult autumn and winter period

* Designed to support the power supply of the iCAM-TOWER
* Quick slide-in installation to the side of the tower
* Modular construction for easy transport

* Power: 400W
* Voltage: 12V (option 24V)
* Initial wind speed: 2,4 m/s
* Rated wind speed: 10,8 m/s
* Braking method: electromagnetic
* Safe wind speed: 45 m/s
* Working temperature: 40  ÷ 80℃ ℃
* Dimensions of the turbine blades: 650x900mm

1 920 EUR 1 920 EUR

Trailer for the tower
* Special anchors for quick installation of the tower
* Side supports stiffening the trailer with the tower
* GVM750 for towing by the passenger car 
* Possibility of working the tower from a trailer (without removing the 
tower)
* Possibility to transport the tower with the T400W solar system

* Sockets for quick foundation and fastening of the tower
* Safety lashings to stabilize the installation
* Supports stabilizing the position and enabling the operation of the tower with the mast ejected
* GVM750
* Weight without iCAM-Tower: 198kg
* Platform dimensions: 2050x1250mm
* Wheels: R13
* Suspension on control arms

2 650 EUR 2 650 EUR

A large trailer for the tower with a wide track and adapted to 
the largest solar panels
* Special anchors for quick installation of the tower
* Side supports stiffening the trailer with the tower
* GVM750 for towing by the passenger car 
* Possibility of working the tower from a trailer (without removing the 
tower)
* Possibility to transport the tower with large solar system T1000W and 
wind turbine

* Sockets for quick foundation and fastening of the tower
* Safety lashings to stabilize the installation
* Supports stabilizing the position and enabling the operation of the tower with the mast ejected
* GVM750
* Weight without iCAM-Tower: 248kg
* Platform dimensions: 2630x1500mm
* Wheels: R13
* Suspension on control arms

3 290 EUR 3 290 EUR

Gel battery, 100Ah/12V
Modern gel battery resistant to deep discharge. The battery is adapted 
to cyclic discharging and charging, which makes it ideal for CCTV and 
solar systems.

* Capacity: 100Ah/12V 
* Works even at low temperatures -20°C
* Weight: 31kg
* Dimensions: 403x175x246 [mm]

Gel battery, 200Ah/12V
Modern gel battery resistant to deep discharge. The battery is adapted 
to cyclic discharging and charging, which makes it ideal for CCTV and 
solar systems.

* Capacity: 200Ah/12V 
* Works even at low temperatures -20°C
* Weight: 58kg
* Dimensions: 523x240x226 [mm]

Gel battery, 220Ah/12V
Modern gel battery resistant to deep discharge. The battery is adapted 
to cyclic discharging and charging, which makes it ideal for CCTV and 
solar systems.

* Capacity: 220Ah/12V 
* Works even at low temperatures -20°C
* Weight: 68kg
* Dimensions: 522x238x240 [mm]
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nt

Price after 
discount

TILTS

3.21 6106
SolarTilt-Single

C 220 EUR 220 EUR

3.22 6107

SolarTilt-Dual

C 320 EUR 320 EUR

3.23 6108

TurboTilt

C 320 EUR 320 EUR

MOTION SENSORS

3.24 1370 D2 630 EUR 630 EUR

MEGAPHONES AND OTHER ACCESSORIES

3.25 1150

MEG-25 set

C 630 EUR 630 EUR

3.26 1152

MEG-3032

C 990 EUR 990 EUR

3.27 1153

MEG-1022

C 820 EUR 820 EUR

3.28 1151

LED-45W set

C 310 EUR 310 EUR

3.29 1132

G-LINE Q3

C

Cover for solar panels for safe transportation of solar panels
A special PVC tilt slid over the solar panels to protect e.g. against 
stones thrown from under the wheels during transport on a trailer.

* PVC plastic
* Cable tensioning with eyelets
* Dimensions according to the size of the solar system +10%

Wind turbine tilt for safe transport on the tower
A special PVC tilt slid over the turbine to protect the turbine blades 
during transport of the tower on a trailer.

* PVC plastic
* Cable tensioning with eyelets

iWirelessPIR-500M

2021 NEWS

Wireless PIR motion sensor with a radio range of 500m NLOS 
(through obstacles), automatically triggering the approach of the 
camera to the detection area. Designed to protect the area up to 500m 
from the tower.

* Detection range: 12m/120°, 
* Transmission range: 500m NLOS, 1000m LOS
* Power supply: 3.6V for 6 months
* Outdoor IP65, steel structure resistant to impacts, secured against disassembly with a padlock
* Tamper notification, disassembly / opening. The set includes a radio receiver with a NO relay output

Megaphone – set for automatic audio messages and audio messages 
from the operator

* Maximum power: 25W 
* Works even at low temperatures -20°C
* Outdoor IP65
* Weight: 3kg
* Mounting on the mast

Very loud IP network megaphone for automatic audio 
announcements and live audio announcements from the operator.

* Maximum power: 30W 
* Works even at low temperatures -20°C
* VoIP SIP
* Adapted to work on harsh weather conditions IP66
* Weight: 3kg
* Mounting on the mast
* 1x microphone input, 2x digital input, 2x relay, 1x linear audio input
* switch 2x Eth, powered from 12—36VDC

IP network megaphone for automatic audio announcements and live 
audio announcements from the operator.

* Maximum power 10W 
* Works even at low temperatures -20°C
* VoIP SIP
* Outdoor IP65
* Weight: 3kg
* Mounting on the mast
* 1x microphone input, 2x digital input, 2x relay, 1x linear audio input
* switch 2x Eth, powered from 12—36VDC

Light LED halogen 2x45W
Set of two halogens with mast mounting

* 12V DC
* Maximum power: 2x45W (equivalent of 2x200W)
* Works even at low temperatures -20°C
* Outdoor IP65
* Weight: 2x 1.8kg
* Mounting on the mast

A special overhang cable connecting the top of the tower with 
the base, compatible with Q3

It includes multi-core cabling in a mechanically foldable sheath. Length 
adapted to the height of the tower 5m. 
Cable terminations with system, multi-pin, hermetic IP66 plugs that fit 
into the control box and the housing at the top of the head.

Wiring:
* 8x 1,5mm2
* 2x UTP (4x2x0,5mm2)
Includes fasteners and mechanical spacers to suspend the installation.
Includes plugs and sockets for quick connection to a control box and a housing on top of the tower. 1 230 EUR 1 230 EUR
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3.30 1133

G-LINE Q4

C

Prices exclude VAT tax. Please take into account tax laws in your country.

A special overhang cable connecting the top of the tower with 
the base, compatible with Q4

It includes multi-core cabling in a mechanically foldable sheath.  The 
length is adapted to the height of the tower 5m with separation in the 
middle of the tower for PIR, LED and loudspeaker sensors.
Cable terminations with system, multi-pin, hermetic IP66 plugs that fit 
into the control box and the housing at the top of the head.

Wiring:
* 8x 1,5mm2
* 4x 1,5mm2
* 2x UTP (4x2x0,5mm2)
Includes fasteners and mechanical spacers to suspend the installation.
Includes plugs and sockets for quick connection to a control box and a housing on top of the tower. 1 590 EUR 1 590 EUR




